The Golden Age Of Bellboys

Well, like everything else, it seems, the golden age of bellboys is past [I mean, what golden ages do we actually have?...The golden age of McDonalds, the golden age of marijuana, the golden age of illegal immigration... Somehow, it’s just not the same.]

I haven’t been too all that many hotels that have had bellboys, but I’ve never seen ones wearing the telltale bellboy cap. I imagine somewhere the tradition is still alive.

The old hotel covers are where you find bellboys pictured. I used to know several collectors who specifically collected them, and I’m sure there must be at least a few who still do, although, personally, I only know of one. They do make great looking displays.

The largest collection thus far reported was that of Chester Crill, CA, who had 269 as of October 2013.

[Covers courtesy of...Loren Moore, CA!]